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The impact of Chomsky's works on modern linguistics has been tremendous.

As Lyons (l-9?O) correctly points out generati-ve transforrnatj-onal grammar

is not just one linguístic school. among many. Though numerous of Chom-

sky's cavillers and just as many of his followers have taken pnsitions in
specific J-inguistic or philosophical questions that go contrary to claims
made by Chomsky, the publication of Syntactic Structures twenty yeers ago

must be looked upon as revolutionary in a much more radical, much more

profound way than is representative of other new J-inguistic ideas, includ-
ing Saussure's Cours or the Prague theses. One has to go back to the New

Grammarians of the l9th centuary to find something similar in the history
of linguistics. This is e fact which must not be forgotten today when ge-

nerative grammar has lost its reputation to a considerable degree.

It would be premature to try to explain the sudden rise and sudden de-
cfÍne of the intellectual empire cf Massachusetts. We do not have the
perspective. But it is not out of place for the contemporary scholar to
speculate about the vices of his own time, ft could possibly help him to
get grip of himself so as to avoid mistakes so typical of the fast two de-
cades. That is why ï think it is not out of place to read Syntactic Struc-
tures, the very motor of generative grammar, once more, and read it crí-
tically. As a matter of fact, Chomsky's ability in formulating platitudes
as if they were precious gems, and his l-ove for polemics seern to have con-
cealed the intrinsic weakness of his theoretical writings. This is true of
Syntactic Structures as well as subsequent writings. Thus Chornsky,s cri-
tics, even the most skilful- of them all - Coseriu (:.SZS), have restricted
themselves to discussing the theory in one or more of its reveÌations, but
they have neglected to examine Chomsky's argumentation for proposing this
theory et all. I will hereby tr:y to show that such en examination ought to
have been done long ago.

For the seke of discussion f am bound to eccept Chomsky,s modest demands

concerning the formal properties of a Linguístic theory. Otherwíse the
very idea is simply naive, the idea that a natural language couLd be ex-
haustively described by way of a device spelling out the possibÌe strings
of morphemes, which, in turn, are thought to explain the -stru6tur.al pro-
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perties of the language in question. But even within this restricted
frame-work Chomsky's evaluation of alternative grammars (devices of præ
ducing sequences of morphemes) does not hold.

The three aLternatives of such grammars that Chomsky is able to pro-
pose, are a fi,nite state grammar, e phrase structure grammar, and a trans-
formatj-onal grammar, the last of which partly includes e phrase strr_¡cture
grammar. Chomsky's evaluation procedure is obviousl.y chosen in such a way

that it wlIf select a priori among the three mentioned grammars in pre-
cisely the order bad, better, best. As a natter of fact, the evaluatj.on
procedure Chomsky claims to have been following is no real evaluetion pro-
cedure in the sense deflned by Chomsky himself. ft is rather a decision
procedure (see Chomsky, 1957, slf.J. ffris is a consequence of a very pe-
culiar feature of the thinking of contemporary linguists: love for formãl-
ism and exactness combined with horror for consistency.

Chomsky's finlte state grammar is a rather scanty copy of the so called
Turing machine. But whatever the properties of the Turing machine, they
must necessarily also be properties of a finite state grammar, even those
chomsky has chosen to omit. Thus a Turing machine is able to move both to
the left and the right, and, consequently, the machine can erase what it
has written at an earlier state. This is exactry what so-called deletion
transformations are supposed to do. Accordingly, the finite state grammar

is quite more efficient than Chomsky seems to believe.
chomslcy obviousJ.y underestimates his machine. But this detail should

not bother us here. There is another oddity in chomsky's reasoning which
ls far more dlsturbing. Chomsky extends his machine with closed loops,
thus maklng it recursive. rvith this fact in mind it is hard to understand
on what grounds he can disquatify the machine as a suitable device for
generating strings of morphemes.

His argunentation runs as followsl given the general remark about Eng-
lish:
(l ) English ls not a finite state language

he states that "it 1s lmpossible, not just difficult, to construct a de_

vice of the type described above f. . I which will produce all and only
the grammatical. sentences of English', (Chomsky fgSZ, 2l).1 The reason for
this curiot¡s postulation is that there actually are sentences in English
- sentences with embeddings - which, according to Chomsky, could not be
adequately handled by e finite state grammar. Biven languages containing
just the two efements a and þ, it wouÌd quite generally be impossible to
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g€rnerate mirror Lmage sentences of the type l¡g,t Ðr @, @Þr and so ont

using this type of machlne. And slnce embeddl-ngs in natural languages ac-

tually result in ml-rror image sentences, the same would be true of Eng-

lish. As a matter of fact, this "rough lndicatlon of the lines along which

a rigorous proof of (t) can be given"z is utter nonsense. Sentences of the

type mentioned can easily be produced by addlng closed J'oops:

[z) a

b

The device (ZJ will produce not only mirror image sentences but also sen-

tences of the types È, EÞÞ, gÞÐ and gr Þ, å@, @r arr of which

are claimed by chomsky not to be sentences of finite state languages.

chomsky,s decision to reject flnite state grammars as inefficient for de-

scribing at least one naturaf language is simply unfounded. consequentlyt

there are no reasons at all to prefer phrase structure grammars to the

finite state grammar. In fact, Chomsky's phrase structure grammar is - to

use a tern that he later on became so fond of - nothing but a notational

variant of a finite state granmar.

observe that r will not claim that chomsky's fragile finite state gram-

mar or even a more elaborated machine would be superior to any other sort

of sentence-genereting device. My aim is only to demonstrate what kind of

deficient argumentation is allowed to pass for genuine scientific work.

what I say here does not imply that I find chomsky deceitful in this spe-

cific case. I think he simply was ígnorant. Rather to be bl-amed are we

who once accepted this type of preposterous argumentation, we who became

so impressed by Chomsky's stylistj.c abilities that we did not even sus-

pect it to be faÌIacious.
The remarks made are serious. But they would not have been worth men-

tioning, if the positive argument for adopting a phrase structure grammar

in favour of a finite state machine had not been quite as invalid and,

furthermore, if the arguments for adding transformations to this kind of

grammar in order to generate such structuresr which are supposed to be

irnpossible to form directly by the aj.d of phrase structure rules, had not

been just as fallacious. Those facts are much more alarmlng, because chom-
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sky as f€r as concerns the formal propertles of finlte state machines ls
an amateur - just as the present author. But with r.gard to constituent
analysis of syntactic charns chomsky had already when formulating his
theory a thorough linguistic education. Nevertheless his argumentation is
just as amateurish.

chomsky's starting polnt J.s traditionel constitu.nt anarysis. There is
of course no harrn 1n that. But it ls questionable to essert that this
kind of analysis presupposes a certain klnd of g""rrur3 and, furthermore,
that this sort of grammt¡r would be essentiall-y (ttattcs ln Chomsky,s text
- see Chomsky, L95?r 26) more powerful than the flnite state modeI. Ob_
viously chomsky neans that thÊ proposed modsr has more'descriptive power,
which ls tnre only to the extent that we accept arbitrary and technicaÌly
unmotivated restrictions on the finÍte state mode1. otherwise both models
are equalJ-y powerful, as far as concerns the type of structures chomsky
discusses. But g_g the flnite state grammar _ even wlthout clossd
loops - l-s more powerful, since it does not presuppose an analysis
brought about by way of bi,nary partitions. This dêficit of tradltionaL rc
analysis has crept into generative grammar and made it tremendously 1a-
borious. Actually, btpartitlon is a prerequlsite for Chomsky,s phrase
structure grammar as well- as for rc enalysis. lt cannot be removed. Thís
is a deficit so emba*assing that any grammar wlth a phrase structure
grammar of the type concerned as a base cannot gain explanatory power, ft
is bound to remain a clumsy descriptive device.

Now consider chomsky's notívations for incorporating transformationaf
rules. The main argument is that there are - at reast in Engrish - cer-
tain syntactic constructions that onry clumsily or qd hoc can be formu-
lated in a phrase structure grammar, i.e. be generated by rewriting rules
of the form I * !. Chomsky is somewhat vague on the point concerning
the capacity of phrase structu¡e grammers. 0n the one hand he seems to
admit that this type of grammar could be made efficient enough by a more
complex account of the notion of phrase structure than he proposes him-
self. 0n the other hand he explicitly tells us that certein types of 1in-
guistic constructions and elements cennot be handled within a grammar of
phrase structure. And the reason for this vagueness is the same as in the
case of his rejecting his flníte state gremmar: fgnorance of the capaci-
ties of the model he has proposed himself.  rt is quite possible to re-
lormulete the model without sigrnificantly increasing its complexity in
such a wey that it couLd handle conjunctlons - it is enough to add closed
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1oops. The dlfficutties with regard to auxiLiarles are merely pretended:

the el"ements ought to be orderedt there 1s no urgent need to have them

fused into one ru1e. This solution is even intuitively to be preferred: a

grammar of Engtish has more of descriptive power 1f it can generate "am"

in

[s) (") r am hungry.

(¡) r am starving.

i-n one sÍngle rule. ll/hat regards the third argument - the relation be-

tween active and passive sentences - the reasoning is not only formally

deficient, it is deceitful. Firstly, the phrase structure rules for pas-

sives are de1Íberately complicated in order to become exceedi-ngly cumber-

some for the given model. Secondly, the proposed grammatical relation be-

tween actives and passives has never been established but simply taken

for granted. The fact that

[a) (u] John drlnks wine.

(n) Wine is. drunk by John.

approxÍmately render the same propositional content is rather a lexical
fact end need not be stated in terms of a grammaticaL relation. The rule

{s] ff S, is a granmatical sentence of the form

NPr-Aux-V-NP2'
then the corresponding string of the form

NP, - Aux + be + en - V - by + NP1

is also a grammatical eentence.

has just as much bearing as the following rule:

(e) fr tne proposition
The pope is elected by the Boman curia.

expresses a fect about the present world, then the corresponding pro-

position
The king of Sweden inherits his dignity.

also expresses a fact about the present world.

The very fact that an innovatlon - such as is the case with transforma-

tions - has not been properly motivated does, however, not imply that it
wouLd be useless in scientific work. True creative innovations are most

often genuine hypotheses and cannot be motivated exclusively with regard

to tlreir postulated or factual advantage over competing theories. Further-
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more, the truth or the efficiency of a certain theory does not gg de-
pend upon standards of eny kind. Standards such es simplicity or descrip_
tive power are merely devices we use to assure that it be possible to ex-
amine the consístency of our theory. And our theory might very weLr turn
out to be consistent, even lf it has been stated by way of a farlacious
argumentation. Thus, both the finite state grammar and the phrase struc-
ture grammar courd possibly turn out to be conslstent theories as such,
even if they, in the form presented in syntactlc structures, are not com-
pletely in accord wtth the object they are sald to represent _ natural
language. Let us now suppose that the notion of constituent structure
based upon constituent. anarysJ.s really is consistent within the frame-
work of phrese structure grammer. tìle shall then ask: is the notion of
transformation conslstent with the notion of constltuent structure? rf we

find it is, we ought to abandon one or both of the notions with respect
to occam's razor. However, if it is not consistent in this sense, we

should reject it as scientifically unsound and metaphysical.
consider now chomsky's inforrnel definition of the notio¡ of grammatical

transformation:

(7) n grammatj.cal transformation T operates on a given string (or l. . .l
on a set of strings) with a given constituent structure and converts
it into a new string with a new derived constituent structure.S

The notion of derived constituent structure is not properly defined ín
Syntactic Structures, but we find this general condition - there may be

mDre - formufated on page 73:

(e) ff X is a Z 1n the phrase structure grammar, and a string y formed by
a transformation is of the same structural form as X, the ! is also a

Z.

This means that everything that can be recognized as, say, a pp in a

transformed string, elso Ís a PP in terms of a non-transforrned string.
This in turn must mean that a derived constituent structure i-s ídentical-
to en ordinary constituent structure except for the fact that it is gener-
ated through the application of e transformational rule. A transformed
string thus corresponds to the same type of constituent tree as the non-
transformed tree, and eny constituent tree i-s by definition a graphic rep-
resentetion of what is essential for the determination of the phrase
structure (constituent analysis) of the analyzed sentence. consequently,
also the transForrned string must presuppose a set of ordered phrase struc-
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ture rules, given deflnitlon (?), condition (e), anu the general but

false assumptlon made by Chomsky concerníng the posslbllity of deriving

grammars from constituent structure. That is: either a transforrned string

corresponds to a set of phrase structure rules or the notion of derived

constituent structure is incompatibl,e with the notion of constituent

structure.
If the first alternative 1s true, then transformations ought to be a-

bandoned with regard to the standards of descriptive power and simplici-
ty. Transforrnations can under those circumstances do nothlng that cannot

be done directly by phrase structure rules derivable from the transformed

string. This in turn means that transformetions are totally redundant

and, consequently, unnecessarily edd to the complexity of the grammar.

Customarily, generative grammarians seem to accept the first alternative;

at least they claim that it principally should be possible to construct

the constituent tree corresponding to the derived form (cf. discussions

in Bach, 1964, and Ruwet, 196?). The phrase structure rules generating

this type of derivation arer on the other hand, considared as non-exlst-

ent. In fact, nobody has ever asked what they would be like. And no be-

liever would ever ask, because he ts not used to asking questions that

could risk .destroying his idea of the universe and force him to put his

raison d'être Ín questlon. Unfortunately, f am not able to tell whether

the notion of transformation is consistent to other critical notÍons of
generative transformationaJ- grammar, notably the notion of constituent
structure. I must leave the reader to judge for hinself. But I can cer-
tainì.y state: the definítion (ZJ of the notion of transformational rule
i. .æ, definitlon invalid, and it leads to unsurmountable dlfficulties
with regard to the general frame-work of the grammatical theory in ques-

tion.

Notes

1. A finite state language is by Chomsky defined as "any language that
can be produced by a machlne of this sort" [i.e. a Turlng machine -
T.P.]. see chomsky (rssz, rs).

2. See Chomsky (fssz, ze).
3. The claim is nothing but a presumeably unconsclous inductive syJ,J.o-

gism, the inconsistency of which the Stoics already were aware. More-
over, the deductíve way of reasoning Chomsky obviously believes him-
self to follow leads to a vicious clrcle. The truth is oF course that
there cannot be any restrictions put on the number of strln¡; generat-
in!.1 clevices. Any technique for analysis is just a teclrniqtre. And as
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such, € technfque cannot tel1 us anything about the fo¡m of grammar
underLying the analyzed sentences. It is the hypothetical grammar
that presupposes th6 form of anaJ.ysis, not the other way round.

4. Chomsky speciflcally claims that conjunctions and dlscontinuous mot!
phamea could not be adequately handled within this model, which ls
said to be due to the fact that hls machine cannot ',1-ook back" to
earlier strings in the derivatfon. fn reality his machine has the cs-
paclty of "looking forward" to the end result of tha derlvatlon,
whlch makes any back-looklng mBchånism unnecessary. That 1s why it
has been posslble l-n the later development of transfo¡mationaJ. gram-
mar to undo the results of transformations by way of filters and
globaL constraints. Such devlces are lmpLicitly incorporated into
the model already in Syntactlc Structures.

5. see Chomsky (fssz, aa).
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